
CleanAir Floor-Mounted Series   
Fume Hood Installation Guide and User Manual 

Attention! Important Safety and Operating Instructions. 

Read and understand the manual in full before operation. 



Unpack all materials and inspect for 
damage.  File claims for freight damage 
within ICC regulations. The following 
procedures must be taken before setting of 
fume hoods (while hood is still on the 
shipping skid). 

Ensure hood is being place on level surface. 
Un-level surface will cause sash binding fit-
up and hole alignment issues. 

 Stand up left side panel. Clamp the back
panel to the galvanized back angle of
the side panel. Note – back panel fits to
the inside of the galvanized angle.

 Stand-up right-side panel and clamp to
back panel. Secure back panel to sides
with provided ¼-20-1/2 screws and
nuts.

 Note: back panels can be horizontal (as
shown below) or vertical depending on
hood width.



 Install inner-front with hardware
included.

 Confirm you have the proper width
dimension for your specific size hood
before securing. Example: if you ordered
a 8ft floor-mounted hood, you should
have a outside dimension of 96” from
side-panel to side-panel. Make sure you
check the dimension at the top, middle
and bottom of the hood.

 Attach upper back panel and secure in
place using ¼-20 screws and nuts. The
splice between the upper and lower
back panels also needs to be secured
using the ¼-20 screws with lock
washers. Depending on hood style, this
splice may be horizontal or vertical.

 Install hood top noting that depending
on hood depth, you may have a two-
piece or one-piece top.

 Before securing in place, make sure the
hood is square by measuring diagonally
from one rear corner to the opposite
front corner and then repeating using
the opposite corners of the hood. Both
diagonal measurements should be
within 1/16” of each other.

 Once square, secure the top in place
using ¼-20 screws into the inner-front.



 Secure the rear of the top to the upper
portion of the back panel using ¼-20
screws and nuts through the holes
provided.

 Once the top is secured at the front and
rear, use the top panel angles and self-
drilling screws provided to fasten the
top panel angle to the galvanized
superstructure.

 Hang upper, middle, and lower baffles
on the interior of the hood.

 The hoods ship with baffle bracket
angles pre-installed.

 ¼-20” stainless bolts and lock washers
are provided for baffle installation.

 Depending on the size of the hood, your
baffles may come with z-brackets and
support angles which help stiffen the
baffles towards the center.

If your hood is larger than 8ft in width, you 
will have a baffle hangar tree. This will come 
pre-installed on the back panel and will give 
you the structure needed to hang both the 
left and right-hand baffles found in larger 
hoods.  



 Sash weights can be dropped into both
the front and rear tracks at the back of
the hood.

 It is critical to ensure that the correct
weights (inner vs. outer) are placed in
their correct locations. If these are
reversed, the sash cables will not align
correctly.

 The weight with the notch furthest to
the outside should be placed in the
inner-most track (closest to the back
panel) of the hood. The weight with the
notch further toward the center should
be placed in the outer track.

Note – some counterweights will have a 
“bow” or camber to them from the cutting 
process. It is important that the bow in both 
counterweights face the same direction to 
avoid them interfering with one another 
during operation.  

Sashes can be placed in their proper track at 
the front of the hood. Window boards 
should be used to prop up the sashes to 
easily connect them to their 
counterweights.  

Once connected, ensure that the sashes ride 
smooth in their tracks and that there is no 
grinding noises coming from the 
counterweights.  

If you notice there is binding with the sashes 
the following issues are common: 

 Hood is not square
 Hood dimension across the front is

too small or too large
 Sash tracks have debris

If noise is coming from the counterweights, 
ensure that you have installed the weights 
with the bow (if one exists) going the same 
direction and that the weight glides are 
connected to the ends of each 
counterweight. The glides prevent metal-on-
metal contact between the weights and the 
tracks.  

Outside notch = inner weight Inside notch = outer weight 



5. 





 For additional support, please contact customerservice@labfurniture.com. 
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